
Comprised of 100+ complete construction kits, Max Braiman Trance MIDI Essentials Volume 1 is 
the perfect addition to your bank of creative resources.


Produced in collaboration with Max Braiman, each construction kit is either 8 or 16 bars in length 
and all kits contain interesting chord variations and tweaks' on the last 8-16 bars - something we 
felt a lot of other MIDI packs lacked in the past. Additionally, multiply elements are included per kit 
such as pads, chord leads, arpeggios, plucks, basses, sub melodies and much more. 
Fundamentally, the construction kits are complete tracks with all the core elements being included 
to inspire your own productions.


Along with the MIDI files, we have also included the Reveal Sound Spire presets and complete FL 
Studio 11.1 project files for each construction kit.


In here you'll find up-to-date, relevant melodies and progressions inspired and influenced by 
trance masters such as Daniel Kandi, Max Braiman, Falcon, Dan Stone, Ferry Tayle, Genix and 
many others.


Why Buy It?


Construction kits are fantastic tools to have in your library. Not only are they great for finding 
inspiration on those days where you're unmotivated and stuck, but they're also a highly effective 
educational tool. Pull them apart, use them to practice arrangement, or construct a fully-fledged 
production from them.


We know how frustrating it is to download a MIDI pack that's unorganized and hard to navigate. 
They're supposed to be quick, easy, and inspiring to use! Which is why we've labeled every 
construction kit with its respective BPM and key, so you can find the MIDI element you need 
instantly.


Our main focus was to produce a pack that would drive inspiration and give you the tools needed 
to put together a truly professional track. If you're into progressive house, this is a product you 
can't miss out on.


Artistic Influences


While producing this MIDI pack, we were inspired and influenced by the following talented 
producers and artists.


Daniel Kandi, Max Braiman, Falcon, Dan Stone, Ferry Tayle, Genix and many others.


Record Label Influences


Below is a list of popular record labels that currently play host to the type of â€˜sounds' the 
sample library features.


Anjunbeats, Armada Music, Always Alive, Enhanced Recordings and many others.


MIDI Library Properties.


100 carefully crafted trance construction kits.

100% royalty free to use in any commercial production.

BPM and key labeled for easy use.

Up to date, relevant melodies and progressions.

Majority of progressions 16 bars in length.

Spire presets included for each kit

FL Studio 11.1 project files included

In short, the way a MIDI pack should be!


Requirements:

Reveal Sound Spire version 1.5.11 or higher;




FL Studio version 11.1 for projects.


